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INTRODUCTION 
Minimal topological groups have been studied for more than fifteen years (cf. [8]> 
[l]) . Basic facts about coarse FLLf<S#-convergence groups (i.e. the sequential 
counterparts of minimal topological groups) were established in [4]. Further pro­
perties ofcoarse groups are given in [2] and [7]. In particular, answering a question 
from [4], it is proved in [7] that (under Continuum Hypothesis) an abelian coarse 
group need not be sequentially precompact. In the present paper we study products 
ofcoarse groups. In Section 1 we prove that coarseness is preserved by finite products 
(this answers another question from [4]) — recall that a product of two minimal topo­
logical groups need not be minimal (cf. [1]). In Section 2 we construct a sequence of 
coarse groups the product of which fails to be coarse. The first example showing that 
coarseness need not be preserved by countable products was given by D. Dikranjan 
(see [2]). In Section 3 we prove that the product of c = 2N copies of the two-point 
cyclic group equipped with the pointwise convergence of sequences fails to be coarse. 
This implies that the sequential coreflection of a compact (hence minimal) topological 
group need not be coarse. The results have been announced at the Conference on 
Generalized Functions and Convergence held in Szczyrk (Poland) in 1985. 
In notation and terminology we follow [4]. To make the paper more self-contained, 
we repeat here some basic facts about coarse convergence groups. 
By Z we denote the group of integers, by N the positive integers, by Z(2) = Z/2Z 
the two-point cyclic group, and by MON the set of all monotone (one-to-one) map­
pings ofiV into N. lfS = <x,,> is a sequence ofpoints ofa set G, i.e., i fSis a mapping 
of N into G, then for s e MON the subsequence of S the n-th term of which is xs(n} 
is denoted by S o s, For each x є G, the constant sequence generated by x will be 
denoted by <x>. If G is a group and S and Tare two sequences in G, then their product 
STis the sequence the n-th term of which is S(n) T{n) and the sequence S~1 is defined 
analogously. The neutral element of G will be denoted by e. If G is an abelian group 
then the additional notation will be used correspondingly and the neutral element 
will be denoted by 0. 
By a convergence group we understand a group G equipped with a compatible 
sequential convergence @> Ь 6N x G which satisfies the so-called FLUSH-axioms 
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or, equivalently, if-axioms (cf. [5]). Recall that H( = J£0) stands for the uniqueness 
of sequential limits, S( = J ^ ) means that for all g є G the constant sequence <#> 
converges to #, F( = eš?2) means that if a sequence converges to a point, then each 
subsequence ofthe sequence converges to this point, U( = &3) denotes the Urysohn 
axiom, and L(=Sf&) stands for the compatibility of @> with the group structure of G. 
We say that Ф (and also G) is coarse if there is no FLL^SH-convergence for G strictly 
larger than © (i.e. having more convergent sequences than Ф). 
Let G be a convergence group. We say that a sequence S of points of G has the 
property (C) ifeither of the two conditions holds true: 
(Cj) for some 5 є MON, the subsequence S Q s of S converges to the neutral 
element of G; 
or 
(C2) for some p є G, p =f= e, the constant sequence <Cp> is a product of finitely 
many sequences of the type (g U(nYg'1}, where geG, e e { - l , 1}, and 
U є GN either converges to e or it is a subsequence of S. 
In [4] the following necessary and sufficient condition is given for a convergence 
group to be coarse. 
Criterion 1. A convergence group is coarse iff each sequence of points of the 
group has the property (C). 
Further (cf. [4]), if the group is abelian, then (C2) in (C) is equivalent to the fol­
lowing condition: 
(C2) for some p e G, p Ф 0, some finite linear combination of subsequences 
of S, with coefficients from Z \ { 0 } , converges to p. 
Throughout the paper we shall use the following fact proved in [4]. Let @> be 
a FLU^H-convergence for a group G. Then there is a coarse convergence for G larger 
than ©. For the sake of simplicity we shall denote by @>c any coarse convergence 
for G larger than ©. 
As a rule, by an FLS-convergence we understand a convergence satisfying axioms 
(F), (L) and (S), and we use the same convention for other sets of axioms. 
1. FINITE PRODUCTS 
Let Gx and G2 be groups and let ©i and ©2 be coarse convergences for G t and G2, 
respectively. Let Gx x G2 be their product and let ©х x ©2 be the product FLUSH-
convergence. If S є G^ and Te G2, then S ® T denotes the sequence in Gx x G2 
the rc-th term of which is (S(n), T{n)). Recall that a sequence S ® T Œ>i x ©2-
converges to (x, y) iff S ©^converges to x and T ®2-converges to y. 
For a nonempty set § cz (Gx x G2)
N x (G1 x G2) define projx(§) to be the set 
of all (S, x) є Gf x G1 such that for some Te G2 and y e G2 we have (S ® Ty 
(x, У)) є §• Similarly, define proj2(§) to be the set of all (Г, у) є G2 x G2 such that 
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( S ® T, ( x j ) ) e g for some SeG^ and xeGt. Clearly, if Ь = (^i x Ga)c i s 
a coarse convergence for Gj x G2 such that ©x x $>2 c (Gi x G2)c, then ©x c 
©і c proJx($) and ©2 cz pr0j2(o). 
Lemma 1.1. (i) / / Ь satisfies axiom (F), í^e/t boř^ projx(§) and pr0J2(O) satisfy 
axiom (F). 
(ii) / / § satisfies axiom (L), ř/іеп bořft proJi(o) яи^ proJžOo) satisfy axiom (L). 
(iii) J / § satisfies axiom (S), iften bor^ pr0j1($) and proj2(§) satisfy axiom (S). 
Proof. The assertions follow easily from the definition of proj;($), i = 1, 2. 
Lemma 1.2. Leř § be an FLS-convergence for G1 x G2. Assume that ((e) ® Г, 
(x, 3;)) є § implies x = e. 77ien рп>ц(§) satisfies axiom (H). Similarly, if(S ® <e>, 
(x, y)) є § implies y = e, then proj2(§) satisfies axiom (H). 
Proof. Assume that (S, x[), (S, x2) є proj^ô) . Then for some Tu T2 e G2 and 
УиУіє<^2 w e have (S®TU (x^y^), ( S ® T 2 , ( x 2 j 2 ) ) e § . Consequently, 
((SS'1) ® (Tj T2"1), (xx x j \ j ^ j / 2 _ 1 ) ) e § implies x1 = x2, i.e., ргоЦ§) satisfies 
axiom (H). The second assertion can be proved similarly. 
Definition. An FLS-convergence § for G1 x G2 is said to be orthogonal if(<e> ® 
® T, (x, y)) є § implies x = e and (S ® <e>, (x, y)) e § implies 3; = e. 
Remark . Observe that an orthogonal FLS-convergence satisfies axiom (H). 
Further, let § be an FLS-convergence for Gt x G2. Then § is orthogonal iff 
(<*i> ® T, (x2, y)) e § implies xx = x2 and (S ® <j^>, (x, y2)) e $ implies yt = y2. 
Also pr0j^i9) and proj2($) satisfy axiom (H) iff § is orthogonal. 
Lemma 1.3. Let G be a group equipped with a FLUSH-convergence @>. Let ©c be 
a coarse convergence for G such that © c ©c. If (S, e) є © c \ @>, ifrerc / o r 50me 
seMON the subsequence S 0 s of S does not have the property (C) with respect to 05. 
Proof. Since (S,e)^$> and Ш satisfies the Urysohn axiom (U), there exists 
seMON such that for each teMON we have (SoSo i , e ) iG> . Consequently, 
S 0 s does not have the property (Cx) with respect to ©. But S о s does not have the 
property (C2) with respect to © either. For, otherwise there exists p e G, p + e, 
such that the constant sequence <p> can be written as a finite product of sequences 
of the form <x> T<x"*>, where x є G and Tis either a sequence ©-converging to e 
or a subsequence ofS 0 s (hence ©c-converging to e) — a contradiction with (<jp>, e) ф 
ф®с. 
Lemma 1.4. Leř S Ье а sequence in ©x and T a sequence in @>2. Í / О И е ° / ř ^ se~ 
quences S and T is constant, then the sequence S ® T does have the property (C) 
with respect to &1 x ©2-
Proof. Assume, e.g., that S is a constant sequence. Since ©2 iS coarse, it follows 
by Criterion 1 that Thas the property (C) with respect to ©2- Now, it is easy to see 
that S ® T has the property (C) with respect to ©! x ©2- We proceed similarly 
if Tis a constant sequence. 
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Lemma 1.5. The convergence (©x x ©2)c
 í5 orthogonal. 
Proof. Let « е > ® Г , ( x , y ) ) e ( ( ^ x ©2)c. Then « x " 1 ) ® ^ " 1 ) , (e,e))e 
є(Шх x ©2)c. According to Lemma 1.4, for each seMON the sequence <x_ 1> ® 
® T o s ( j ; " 1 ) has the property (C) with respect to ©! x ©2. By Lemma 1.3, we 
have (<x_1> ® T(y"1}, ( e , e ) ) e o j x ©2 and hence ({x~í),e)e^í. Thus x = e. 
In the same way we can prove that (S ® (e}, (x, y)) є (©x x ©2)c implies y = е. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 1. ©x x ©2 is a coarse convergencefor Gx x G2. 
Proof. On the contrary, assume that ©! x ©2 is not coarse. Let (© t x ©2)c 
be a coarse convergence for Gx x G2 such that ©j x ©2 cz (©x x ©2)c. Choose 
( 5 ® Г, (x,y))e(®x x © ^ ( © j x ©2)c. Then either ( S , x ) ^ @ j or ( T , j ) £ © 2 . 
According to Lemma 1.5, (©x x ©2)c is an orthogonal (FLUSH-) convergence. 
Put § ! = proJi((©i x ©2)c) and § 2 =proJ2(($>1
 x ®2)c)- % Lemma 1.1 and 
Lemma 1.2, § ! and § 2 are FLJ7S#-convergences for Gx and G2, respectively. Clearly 
©1 с: § l 9 ( S , x ) e $ ! , ©2 <= O2> ( ^ у ) є 0 2 - Since § ! and §2 c a n be enlarged 
(cf. [5]) to FLUSH-convergG$ §* and § 2 , respectively, we have a contradiction 
with the fact that ©x and ©2 are coarse. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 1. The product offinitely many coarse convergence group is coarse. 
2. COUNTABLE PRODUCTS 
In [2], D. Dikranjan gave an example of a sequence of coarse groups the (con­
vergence) product of which fails to be coarse. In this section we present another 
such example. Our construction is based on the properties of FLUSH-convergences 
for free groups described in [4]. 
Example 1. For each natural number /c > 1 let FC(Xk) be the free commutative 
group generated by Xk = {xk>n; neN} u {xk}. Put Sk = <xM>, Tk - <focM - xk) 
and se{k) = { r J . Let ©^(fe) be the minimal FLL/S-convergence for FC(Xk) inwhich 
the sequence Tk converges to zero (see [4]). 
Lemma 2.1. ©^/(k) is a FLUSH-convergence. 
Proof. We are to prove that ©^(fc) satisfies axiom (H). As shown in [4], it suf­
fices to verify that no nonzero constant sequence ©^(^-converges to zero, i.e., 
no nonzero constant sequence can be written in the free group FC(Xk) as a finite linear 
combination z1TkoS1 + ... + zmTkoSm of subsequences TkoSt of Tk such that 
zt e Z \ {0} and (Tk 0 Si) (n) ф (Tk o Sj) (n) for all n є N whenever / ф ; . But this is 
an immediate consequence of the definition of the sequence Tk and the properties 
of a free group. 
Let ©fc be a coarse FLi7S#-convergence for FC(Xk) such that ©^ (k) <= ©/c. Denote-
by Gk the free group FC(Xk) equipped with ©л. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let 1 be a natural number such that 1 $ kN. Then no subsequence of 
the sequence lSk = </xkn> converges in Gk. 
Proof. Contrariwise, assume that for some leN\kN a subsequence lSkoS, 
s є MON, converges in Gk to a point x. Then klSk о s converges to kx and at the same 
time to lxk. By the uniqueness of limits we have kx = lxk. Since xk is a generator 
of the free group FC(Xk), we have a contradiction. 
00 
Denote by G the convergence product group f | Gz. Recall that G is equipped with 
the coordinatewise convergence. l = 1 
Theorem 2. The group Gfails to be coarse. 
Proof. Denote by S the sequence in G the /-th projection of which to Gh is the 
sequence Sl = <л,п>, 1 = 2, 3 , . . . . According to Criterion 1, it suffices to show 
that S satisfies neither condition (Cj) nor condition (C2). Since by Lemma 2.2 no St 
satisfies condition (C^,the sequence S itself fails to satisfy (Q) .Now assume that, on 
the contrary, S satisfies (C2), i.e.,some finite linear combination z±S o st + ... + zmS 0 
o sm of subsequences S о sf of S with nonzero integer coefficients zh i — 1, ..., m, con^ 
verges in G to a nonzero point g. Denote by gx the /-th projection of # to Gb 1 = 
/ = 2, 3, ... . There are two possibilities. First, if zt + ... + zm = 0, then for all 
/ = 2, 3, ... we have lgl = 0. This would be a contradiction with the assumption 
that g is a nonzero element of G. Secondly, if z1 + ... + zm Ф 0, then choose 
a natural number k such that fc > \zx + ... + zm\. Since the sequence k(ztSo 
oSi + ... + zmS o sffl) converges in G to kg, its /v-th projection k(z^j^oS^^ + ... 
... + zmSk o 5m) converges in Gk to k^fc. But k{z^Si, 0 5j + ... H- zmSfc o sm) converges 
in Gfc also to (zx + ... + zm)xk and hence kgk = (zĵ  + ... + zm)xk. This would 
be a contradiction with the fact that xk is a generator of the free group FC(Xk). 
Corollary 2. An infinite product of coarse groups need not be coarse. 
3. UNCOUNTABLE PRODUCTS 
It is known that every compact topological group is minimal and every abelian 
minimal topological group is precompact (cf. [6]). On the other hand, every se­
quentially compact convergence group is coarse, but an abelian coarse convergence 
group need not be sequentially precompact (cf. [7]). 
Consider the discrete topological group Z(2) = Z/2Z. Denote by G the product 
of c = 2N copies of Z(2) equipped with the coordinatewise sequential convergence. 
Then G is a convergence group (cf. [5]) and it is the so-called sequential coreflection 
(modification) ofthe compact topological group Z(2)c. 
Theorem 3. The convergence group Gfails to be coarse. 
Proof. According to Criterion 1, it suffices to find a sequence S in G which does 
not have the property (C). Observe that, in fact, it suffices to show that for each finite 
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linear combination T — Z j ò о SjL + ... + zkSoSk, where Zf is a non-zero integer 
and SoSi are mutually disjoint subsequences of S,there is a subsequence ofTwhich 
does not converge in G. 
The sequence S is defined as follows. Arrange the set of all sequences ranging 
in Z(2) into a one-to-one net <5a; a e c>. Let S be the sequence in G the a-th projection 
of which is Sa (i.e. S(n) = (Sa(n); ae c) for all n eN). Clearly, S is a one-to-one 
sequence. Let zxS о st + ... + zkS о sfc be a finite linear combination of subsequences 
of S with nonzero integer coefficients. First, in view of the algebraic properties 
of Z(2), if we put Ui = 1 whenever zt is odd and ut = 0 whenever zf is even, i = 
= 1 fc, we have z j O o 5 j 4~ . . . + Zfcib o S^ — W^O o S j + ... + ukS o sfc. Second, 
there exists t є MON such that each two subsequences S 0 ŝ  o ř and S о ŝ  o ř are 
either disjoint (we identify each sequence with its graph, so two sequences are 
disjoint whenever their graphs are disjoint) or identical and, moreover, t can be 
chosen in such a way that the sets {s,(r(n)); i = 1, ..., k) and {s,(i(m)); i = 1, ..., &} 
are disjoint whenever n, m є N and и Ф m (even more, max {s;(i(n)); i = 1, ..., fc} < 
< min{s^(r(m)); i = 1, . , k] whenever n < m) Consequently, to prove that S 
does not have the property (C) it suffices to show that for each k є N and for each 
A>tuple (s l5 ...,Sfc), where sLEMON (i = 1, ..., k) are mutually disjoint and such 
that the sets {s^(n); i = 1, ..., fe} and (sř(m); i = 1, ..., fc} are disjoint whenever 
n, m є N and и Ф m, there exists a є c such that Sjs^n)) + ... + S^(sj,(n)) = 0 
for infinitely many n e N and, at the same time, Sj^s^n)) + ... + Sa(sfc(rc)) = 1 for 
infinitely many n e N; observe that the sequence S 0 s1 + ... + S o sk cannot converge 
in G to any g є G. Since {Sa; a e c} is the set of all sequences in Z(2), such a does 
always exist. 
Corollary 3. The sequential coreflection of a compact topological group need not 
be coarse. 
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